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Abstract: The research was conducted to identify and analyze figurative language 
(personification, metaphor, hyperbole and paradox) in Adele’s selected song 
lyrics. They are covered with two types of figurative language, comparative 
(personification and metaphor) and contradictive (hyperbole and paradox). The 
research used descriptive qualitative method. Procedure of analysis were firstly 
looking for Adele’s song lyrics from the website Azlyrics.com, secondly reading 
and copying the lyrics, thirdly identifying the sentences or phrases which have 
figurative language, fourthly describing about figurative language that was taken, 
and lastly giving conclusion. The research identified twenty five figurative 
languages in song lyrics.There are eight lines identified as personification, eleven 
lines identified as metaphor, three lines identified as hyperbole, and four lines 
identified as paradox. In conclusion, the dominant figurative language is 
metaphor, which is included into comparative figurative language. 
Keywords: Figurative Language, Adele’s Song Lyrics 
Abstrak: Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengidentifikasi dan menganalisa gaya 
bahasa (personifikasi, metafora, hiperbola dan paradoks) dalam lirik-lirik lagu 
terpilih Adele. Gaya bahasa ini terbagi ke dalam dua tipe, yaitu perbandingan 
(personifikasi dan metafora) dan pertentangan (hiperbola dan paradoks). 
Penelitian ini menggunakan metode deskriptif kualitatif. Prosedur analisa nya 
ialah pertama mencari lirik lagu Adele dari situs Azlyrics.com, kedua membaca 
dan menyalin lirik lagu tersebut, ketiga mengidentifikasi kalimat-kalimat atau 
frasa-frasa yang mengandung gaya bahasa, keempat mendeskripsikan tentang 
gaya bahasa yang telah didapat, dan terakhir memberikan kesimpulan. Penelitian 
ini mengidentifikasi dua puluh lima gaya bahasa yang terdapat dalam lirik lagu. 
Terdapat delapan baris yang diidentifikasi merupakan gaya bahasa personifikasi, 
sebelas baris merupakan gaya bahasa metafora, tiga baris merupakan gaya bahasa 
hiperbola, dan empat baris merupakan gaya bahasa paradoks. Kesimpulannya, 
gaya bahasa yang paling sering digunakan adalah metafora yang termasuk ke 
dalam gaya bahasa perpandingan. 
Kata kunci: Gaya bahasa, Lirik-Lirik Lagu Adele 
ong lyric is considered as literature, especially poetry. In some current usages, 
lyric still retains the sense of a poem written to be set to music; the hymn, for 
example, is a lyric on a religious subject that is intended to be sung, (Abrams, 
2009: 147). Song lyric can be included as a literature in terms of the similarities 




and rhymes in song and music, and poems too. Rhythm is one of the important 
elements in both songs and poems. In fact, there is even a form of poem that is 
made into music called a lyric poem. They can be used in songs to express the 
thoughts and feelings of the author. The relationship between lyric and melody 
works in the same way. They work together. They are all fundamentally the same, 
just having different avenues of expression.  
 In its writing, the songwriters or composers usually beautify and dress up 
the language that they use by any figurative language so that the listeners will be 
more attracted in listening the song. Cuddon mentions that figurative language is a 
language which uses figures of speech; for example, metaphor, simile, and 
alliteration, (2013: 279). Meanwhile, Abrams gives keywords to get 
understanding on figurative language that is apprehending the standard meaning 
in order to achieve some special meaning or effect, (2009:118). Thus, figurative 
language is a symbolic or metaphorical that avoids telling something directly to 
create certain effect.  
 Tarigan (2009: 5) stated that in Bahasa Indonesia figurative language is 
divided into four major types, as follows:  
a. Gaya bahasa perbandingan ( comparative figurative language ) 
b. Gaya bahasa pertentangan ( contradictive figurative language ) 
c. Gaya bahasa pertautan ( correlative figurative language ) 
d. Gaya bahasa perulangan (repetitive figurative language ) 
In this case, the writer only focused on two types of figurative language; 
comparative figurative language and contradictive figurative language. 
Comparative figurative language consists of simile, metaphor, personification, 
depersonification, allegory, antithesis, pleonasm / tautology, periphrasis, prolepsis 
or antisipation, and correctio or epanorthosis , (Tarigan, 2009 : 7). Meanwhile, at 
least twenty kinds of figurative language are classified into contradictive 
figurative language: hyperbole, litotes, irony, oxymoron, paranomasia, parallipsis, 
zeugma and syllepsis, satire, innuendo, antiphrasis, paradox, climax, anticlimax, 
apostrophe, anastrophe / inversion, apophasis, hysteron proteron, hypallage, 
sinism, and sarcasm, (Tarigan, 2009: 53). In comparative figurative language, the 
writer choosed personification and metaphor. Then, in contradictive figurative 
language, the writer choosed hyperbole and paradox. 
 Personification and metaphor make a comparison between two different 
things. If a metaphor makes a comparison with the other things, then in 
personification, the other things are inanimate objects which act like a human 
being or human characterization, (Keraf, 2006: 140-141 ). The object that is 
compared is considered as a human being, whether in behavior, feeling, and other 
human characterization.  
 In Adele’s song lyric (Make You Feel My Love), the example of 
personification can be seen in this line: The storms are raging on the rolling sea. 
Storms are inanimate things; meanwhile it is given attribute like activity, which is 
done by animate. The storms can not be raging, because raging is attribute of 
animate things based on their emotions. In this case, storms is compared with 
human being which can do the activity, like ‘raging’. Furthermore, personification 
is identified by looking the subject of sentences, then looking the verb.  
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 In Adele’s song lyric (Rolling in The Deep), the example of metaphor can 
be seen in this line: You had my heart inside of your hand. In this line, the 
songwriter compares “heart” which is abstract into something that really exists. 
“Heart” is compared with inanimate things, which can be touched or grasped by 
someone. Thus, metaphor can be identified by looking for two or more objects or 
ideas in a sentence, usually represented by nouns, which are being directly 
compared to each other. 
 Hyperbole or overstatement is a figurative language that contains 
exaggeration element about something, (Potter, 1967: 135). Meanwhile, Tarigan 
(2009: 77) stated that paradox is a statement which always mean contradiction. 
The easiest way to identify hyperbole and paradox is the use of exaggeration and 
contradiction itself. The example of hyperbole from Adele’s song lyric (Make You 
Feel My Love) can be seen in this line: I could hold you for a million years. The 
songwriter said that she would hold her boyfriend for a million years. In fact, the 
human only live more than a hundred years. It only shows that she will love him 
as long as she lives in the world. Then, from Don’t You Remember song lyrics, the 
example of paradox respectively is The more I do, the less I know.The use of the 
word ‘more’ and ‘less’ show a contrast. It is used to show that everything which 
has been done by the singer is wasted. 
 To analyze those lyrics, the writer used stylistic approach using figurative 
language to get the meaning from its expression. Stylistic is the study on the use 
of language in literature. Stylistic means to describe something that is generally in 
the world of literature and to explain the relationship between language with the 
function of aesthetic and meaningful. 
 In summary, figurative language is a symbolic or metaphorical that avoids 
telling something directly to create certain effect. Moreover, figurative language is 
very important in communication. Figurative language helps readers to visualize 
idea, so that it will be the focus of attention and retain longer in memory. Then, 
the use of figurative language in song lyrics is to beautify and dress up in order to 
make the listeners will be more attracted in listening the song. Song lyric as a kind 
of literature, is also related to the teaching. Songs can be a good media for 
teaching figurative language. Songs can inspire great interest and create strong 
motivation instead of boredom and apathy during the lesson as songs stimulate a 
positive emotional attitude to language learning, (Zainuddin, 2007). 
 Based on the explanation above, the writer was interested to conduct the 
research entitled “Figurative Language in Adele’s Selected Song Lyrics”. In this 
research, the writer analyzed song lyrics from Adele’s songs. Most of the lyrics 
have beautiful lines, good diction, and consists of many figurative languages, such 
as in the lyrics of Adele’s song (Don’t you remember) as follows: 
When was the last time you thought of me?  
Or have you completely erased me from your memory?  
I often think about where I went wrong  
The more I do, the less I know. 
These lyrics have beautiful diction. It is shown from second line. The songwriter 
is preferred to use the word “erase” than the word “forget”.  
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 In this line, the songwriter asked her boyfriend whether he forgot her or 
not. The word “erased” is used to make the lines more beautiful. Therefore, she 
compares herself into inanimate things, which can be erased in someone’s 
memory by using one of figurative language that is known as metaphor. Not only 
metaphor, the other kinds of figurative language is also used in these lyrics. 
Rhetoric is used for the first and second line. Then, paradox is used in the last line 
from these lyrics.  
 Five songs were chosen. Those are Someone Like You, Rolling in The 
Deep, Set Fire to The Rain, Don’t You Remember and Make You Feel My Love. 
The writer choosed these songs because of two reasons. The first, all of the songs 
are popular and best songs. Someone Like You, Rolling in The Deep, and Set Fire 
to The Rain has won GRAMMY award in 2013. While, Make You Feel My Love 
has nominated as best song for BT Digital Music Awards. The second, those five 
songs tell about love and broken heart, but they are written in the different way 
with the different diction and figurative languages. In this research, the writer 
focused on analyzing two types of figurative language, comparative 
(personification and metaphor) and contradictive (hyperbole and paradox). 
METHOD    
 Qualitative research referred to the meanings, concepts, definitions, 
characteristics, metaphors, symbols and descriptions of things, (Berg, 2001: 3). 
This research used qualitative descriptive analytical method. It meant that it just 
gave description about content of this research and it did not calculate the data of 
this research (Azwar; 2010:5).  
 Descriptive method was done by describing facts, and then continued by 
analysis and reasons. Analysis involves reducing and organizing the data, 
synthesizing, searching for significant patterns, and discovering what is important 
(Ary, Jacob, and Shorensen: 2010:481). The writer must organize what he or she 
has seen, heard, and read and try to make sense of it in order to create 
explanations, develop theories, or pose new questions. 
 In this research, the writer used stylistic approach to analyze figurative 
language in Adele’s selected song lyrics. Stylistic is the study on the use of 
language in literature. Stylistic means to describe something that is generally in 
the world of literature and to explain the relationship between language with the 
function of aesthetic and meaningful. 
 The focus of this research were two types of figurative language, 
comparative (personification and metaphor) and contradictive (hyperbole and 
paradox). The data were derived from some song lyrics from Adele’s two albums. 
One song entitled, Make You Feel My Love from her first album entitled 19, 
which was released in early 2008, and four are songs entitled Rolling in the Deep, 
Someone Like You, Don’t You Remember, and Set Fire to the Rain   from her 
second album entitled 21, which was released in early 2011.  
 The tools or instrument to collect analyze data is the table to identify the 
figurative languages. To help collecting and analyzing data, the writer 




Figurative Language in Song Lyrics 
 
 
No     Types & Kinds 
                                                                      Song   Lyrics &   Meaning 
                                                    Title    Descri- 
                                                              ption 
 
         Comparative                     Contradictive  
Personi-    Meta-          Hyperbole Paradox 
fication     phor 
 
 This table was made for analyzing the four types of figurative language. 
The first type is comparative. In comparative, the writer focused on 
personification and metaphor. Meanwhile, in contradictive the writer focused on 
hyperbole and paradox. To analyze the figurative language easily, the writer also 
provide song title, lyrics and description, and meaning. At the first, the lyricswere 
grouped based on song title. Then, the writer identified the lyrics based on the 
types and kinds of figurative language. The writer also provided the meaning of 
the lyrics to help the reader understand the song lyric easier. 
 In collecting and analyzing the data, the writer conducted some steps:  
1). Looking for Adele’s song lyrics from the website Azlyrics.com  
    (http://www.azlyrics.com/a/adele.html) 
2). Reading and copying the lyrics. 
3). The writer needs to read the lyrics to understand the meaning. The writer read 
     the lyric 5 times in order to comprehend it.  
4). Identifying the sentences or phrases which have figurative language. 
     The writer focused on finding personification, metaphor, hyperbole and     
     paradox. 
5). Copying the lyrics into instrument of the data collection. The instrument of the    
     data collection is the table 1 which contains figurative language in Adele’s     
     song lyrics.  
Figuring out the meaning of figurative language and the desciption of the lyrics by 
reading the lyrics many times and consulting to the books, dictionaries, and 
internet.  
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
Research Finding 
 Based on research finding, the research identified twenty five figurative 
languages in song lyrics.There are eight lines identified as personification, eleven 
lines identified as metaphor, three lines identified as hyperbole, and four lines 
identified as paradox. Therefore, the writer found that the dominant figurative 
language is metaphor, which is known as “implicit comparison”. 
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  Lyric “When the rain is blowing in your face” in Make You Feel My 
Love and “It was dark and I was over “in Set Fire to The Rain are two examples 
of implicit comparison. By using figurative language, the writer will be easier to 
see a comparison between ‘rain’ and ‘tears’ in first example. Here, the singer 
compares ‘rain’ and ‘tears’. Meanwhile, in second example, the singer compares 
‘dark’ with the situation where the people do not know anything so that she felt as 
if she died.  
 During the process on analyzing figurative language in Adele’s selected 
song lyrics, understanding the theme of five song lyrics was very important. It 
was very important to determine the meaning of song lyrics. Those five songs tell 
about love and broken heart.  
 Someone Like You tells about broken heart, where a girl knows that her ex-
boyfriend has moved on and married with other girl. She said that she was going 
to find someone else, but the strange and obsessive part is that she wants to find 
someone like him. Then, Rolling in The Deep tells a story about a woman who 
lose her love. Her relationship was over because her ex-boyfriend did something 
wrong. However, she finally realized that she had to be strong by accepting the 
end of a relationship. Then, she moved on into bigger and better things. 
 Set Fire to The Rain tells about a woman dillematic feeling to her ex-
boyfriend. She decided to forget her memories with her ex-boyfriend, eventhough 
her heart is waiting for him. Don’t You Remember tells about a woman wondered 
her ex-boyfriend’s feeling toward her. She remembered about her ex-boyfriend 
left her without saying words, so that she wondered whether her ex-boyfriend still 
remember how he loved her before. Meanwhile, Make You Feel My Lovetells 
about a deep feeling of a woman toward her boyfriend. She always love her boy 
friend and stay with him forever. She is also sacrifice everything to her boyfriend. 
 In determining the meaning, the writer has to know what the authors say. 
The meaning of language is also a variety when viewed from different point of 
view (Pateda, 2001: 8). From the writer point of view, the meaning from the first 
example “When the rain is blowing in your face” can be classified into the 
connotative meaning. That is why, the lyric means “When the tears flow in your 
face” or “When you cry”. In brief, when analyzing the data, understanding the 
meaning from the lyrics was also needed to identify the figurative language.  
Discussion 
  To analyze the type of figurative language in Adele’s selected song lyrics, 
some keywords are needed. In this research,the writer found some keywords to 
identify comparative (personification and metaphor) and contradictive (hyperbole 
and paradox) figurative language, as follows:  
a. Personification is identified by looking the subject of sentences, then looking 
the verb. If the subject is inanimate things and the verb is active, like human 
being activities, it is included of it.  
b. There are two ways for identifying metaphor. First, metaphor can be identified 
by looking attributes between subject and object because it compares thing to 
other thing which has same attributes. Then, metaphor can be identified by 
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looking for two or more objects or ideas in a sentence, usually represented by 
nouns, which are being directly compared to each other.  
c. Hyperbole can be identified by looking the word which contain exaggeration, 
like ‘million years’ as the example from Adele’s song lyric. Sert (2008 : 6) 
stated that hyperbole was identified using five basic categories and was 
illustrated in numerical values: (1) expressions of number (millions of, 
hundreds of, etc.), (2) words referring to large amounts/quantities (masses of, 
loads of, etc.), (3)adjective modification of amount(s) and number(s) (adjective 
+ amounts of, etc.) , (4) time expressions (years, weeks, hours, etc.), and (5) 
size, degree and intensity (enormous, endless, gigantic, etc.) 
d. In order to recognize sentences with paradoxial elements, listeners or readers 
can build a strong concept of what constitutes paradox, and look for specific 
logical setups in sentence or phrases. A paradox is a contradiction terms. 
Usually, it can be identified with the use of conjunction “but”.  
 In this research, the writer analyzed song lyrics from Adele’s songs. Five 
songs were chosen. Those are Someone Like You, Rolling in The Deep, Set Fire 
to The Rain, Don’t You Remember and Make You Feel My Love. The writer 
focused on analyzing two types of figurative language, comparative 
(personification and metaphor) and contradictive (hyperbole and paradox).To 
help collecting and analyzing data, the writer administered the table (see Table 1). 
In order understand the meaning in each sentence, there are the descriptions about 
the analysis of figurative language in Adele’s selected song lyrics. 
a. Personification  
 In those five of Adele’s song lyrics, there were eight lines identified as 
personification. There are three personifications in ‘Rolling In the Deep’ song 
lyrics, two personifications in ‘Set Fire to the Rain’ song lyrics, and three 
personifications in ‘Make You Feel My Love’ song lyrics. 
1). From ‘Rolling In the Deep’ song lyrics: 
     There's a fire starting in my heart 
      Reaching a fever pitch and it's bringing me out the dark  
From those lines, ‘fire’ is an inanimate object but it is treated like human being. It 
is shown with the activity ‘reach’ and ‘bring’ which can be done by animate 
objects. It is clear that the above lines belong to personification because ‘fire’, 
inanimate object, is described as if it were human being. The second and the third 
example are presented belows : 
The scars of your love remind me of us 
They keep me thinking that we almost had it all 
The scars of your love, they leave me breathless 
I can't help feeling 
From the above underlined lines, it is shown that love is an abstract thing, which 
someone feels with heart. Therefore, ‘the scars of love’ is also considered as an 
abstract thing. However, in the first and the third line the song-writer treats ‘the 
scars’ like human being which is not only remind of her relationship, but also 




(2). From  ‘Set Fire to the Rain’ song lyrics: 
 'Cause I heard it screaming out your name, your name!    
Whenever an inanimate object is given abilities like a human being, a 
personification occurs. The word ‘it’ refers to the rain. It can be seen from the 
previous lyrics: 
But I set fire to the rain, 
Watched it pour as I touched your face, 
Well, it burned while I cried 
‘Cause I heard it screaming out your name, your name! 
In this lyrics, ‘the rain’ is given ability like a human so that it can scream out the 
name. It means that ‘the rain’ is compared into animate object. That is why, this 
lyric belongs to personification. 
         Another personification is appeared in this line belows: 
 That heart you caught must be waiting for you 
In this line, the songwriter gives an abstract object (her heart) the ability to 
perform an action (to wait for someone, that is, her ex-boyfriend). Therefore, this 
line is identified as personification. 
3). From ‘Make You Feel My Love’ song lyrics: 
 When the evening shadows and the stars appear 
‘Evening’ in the lyrics explain about the situation or time. It is an abstract thing. 
Meanwhile, ‘stars’ are inanimate object. However, ‘evening’ and ‘stars’ are given 
the abilities like a human being which can make them shadows and appear. Thus, 
this lyric is identified as personification.The second example of personification is 
presented in this lyric belows: 
 The storms are raging on the rolling sea 
‘Storms’ are inanimate object. However, ‘storms’ can do the activity like an 
animate object by giving the atribute ‘raging’. Therefore, it is clear that the lyric 
use personification. The last example of personification appears in this lyric as 
follows: 
 Though winds of change are blowing wild and free 
‘Winds’ are inanimate object which is treated like an animate object in this lyric. 
Here, ‘winds’ are given atribute to blow wild and free. ‘Blow wild and free’ 
shows a changes. ‘Winds’ shows a situation. Thus, this lyric describes about 
something can be changed into a bad situation.  
b. Metaphor 
 There are eleven lines identified as metaphor. There are four metaphors 
from ‘Rolling in the Deep’ song lyrics, three metaphors from ‘Set Fire to the 
Rain’ song lyrics, two metaphors from ‘Don’t You Remember’ song lyrics, and 
two metaphors from ‘Make You Feel My Love’ song lyrics. 
1). From ‘Rolling in the Deep’ song lyrics: 
 See how I'll leave with every piece of you 
The phrase ‘every piece of you’ can not be taken literally. Literally, the phrase 
‘every piece of you’ may refer to the organs of human being such as mouth, nose, 
eyes and etcetera. However, the phrase ‘every piece of you’ means every moment 
or every single thing about her ex-boyfriend. In the above line, the songwriter 
compares every piece of her ex-boyfriend as a real thing which can be brought 
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with her when she leaves. In brief, not all of the actions happened literally. The 
second example found in the lyric as follows: 
 You had my heart inside of your hand 
This line is identified as metaphor because the songwriter compares ‘heart’ which 
is an abstract thing into a real thing. ‘Heart’ is considered as a real thing that can 
be grasped by someone. The third example is found in the lyric belows: 
 But I've heard one of you  
 and I'm gonna make your head burn 
 The phrase ‘your head burn’does not mean that the head is really burned 
but the meaning is ‘feel headache’. Thus, the meaning of this lyric is the singer 
has heard her ex-boy friend’s story and it is time to make her boy friend feel 
headache because think of her. In this case, the song-writer compares ‘head 
burned’ to represent the situation ‘feel headache’. In fact, by saying ‘I’m gonna 
make your head burn’, the song-writer wants to say that she is going to make her 
ex-boyfriend feel headache because think of her. The last example is presented in 
the lyrics as follows: 
 Throw your soul through every open door 
The word ‘soul’ in this lyric is considered as a real thing which can be thrown by 
someone. Thus, this lyric belongs to metaphor. In fact, the meaning of this lyric is 
her ex-boyfriend looking for every moment as an opportunity and taking 
advantage of it. 
2). From ‘Set Fire to the Rain’ song lyrics: 
I let it fall, my heart, 
And as it fell you rose to claim it 
It was dark and I was over 
Until you kissed my lips and you saved me  
(The first and the second example is appeared in verse 1 ). 
 This lyric describes the situation where the song-writer felt alive again 
with the presence of a lover. First, the songwriter felt dead inside, which is 
expressed by the lines “I let it fall, my heart” and “It was dark and I was over”. Of 
course ‘dead’ here is not for real. Dead means meaningless life.It is clearly 
expressed by the lines “ I was over”. Of course, she was not really dead of course, 
but she was comparing her life with that of a dead person (i.e. having no feeling 
and being in the dark).Suddenly, someone came and he brought her back to life 
again, which is expressed by the lines “And as it fell you rose to claim it” and 
“Until you kissed my lips and you saved me.”Of course, not all the actions in this 
verse happened literally. 
 Then, metaphor is also appeared in this lyric belows: 
My hands, they're strong 
But my knees were far too weak, 
Here, ‘hands’ and ‘knees’ are considered as two different sides. In one side, the 
singer is strong but for another side she is weak. It means that this lyrics compare 
two things (‘hands’ and ‘knees’) into the other things (two different sides). 
Because of the comparison, the lyric belongs to metaphor. 
3). From ‘Don’t You Remember’ song lyrics: 
 And a wandering eye, and a heaviness in my head 
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The word ‘heaviness’ in my head is paralel with the phrase ‘wandering eye’. The 
phrase ‘wandering eye’ means a doubt feeling which can be seen in someone 
eyes. Meanwhile, the word ‘heaviness’ here can not be interpreted literally. 
‘Heaviness’ here means a burden in someone’s head. Thus, in this lyric the song-
writer compares ‘heaviness’ as a burden which makes her think hard. That is why, 
this lyric is identified as metaphor. 
 Another metaphor is also found in this lyric belows: 
 Or have you completely erased me from your memory? 
Here, the song writer compares herself as a real thing which can be erased from 
her ex-boyfriend memory. Thus, this lyric belongs to metaphor. 
4). From ‘Make You Feel My Love’ song lyrics: 
 When the evening shadows and the stars appear  
‘Evening’ in the lyric explain about the situation or time. It is an abstract thing. 
Meanwhile, ‘stars’ are inanimate object. However, ‘evening’ and ‘stars’ are given 
the abilities like a human being which can make them shadows and appear. Thus, 
this lyric is identified as personification. The second example of personification is 
presented in this lyric belows: 
 The storms are raging on the rolling sea 
‘Storms’ are inanimate object. However, ‘storms’ can do the activity like an 
animate object by giving the atribute ‘raging’. Therefore, it is clear that the lyric 
use personification. The last example of personification appears in this lyric as 
follows: 
 Though winds of change are blowing wild and free 
‘Winds’ are inanimate object which is treated like an animate object in this lyric. 
Here, ‘winds’ are given atribute to blow wild and free. ‘Blow wild and free’ 
shows a change. ‘Winds’ shows a situation. Thus, this lyric describes about 
something can be changed into a bad situation.  
c. Hyperbole 
 There are three lines identified as hyperbole. One from ‘Rolling in the 
Deep’ song lyrics and two from ‘Make You Feel My Love’ song lyrics. 
1). From ‘Rolling in the Deep’ song lyrics: 
 You had my heart inside of your hand 
This lyric has two figurative languages. The first one is metaphor and the second 
is hyperbole. This line is identified as a hyperbole because the people cannot 
really have a heart inside of their hands. This line literally means that she really 
loved him, that her love was only for him.  
2). From ‘Make You Feel My Love’ song lyrics: 
 I could hold you for a million years 
This lyric is clearly a hyperbole. No one can really live for a million years. 
Humans in general can only live about 70-100 years. Therefore, it can be said that 
‘a million years’ here means as long as the song-writer lives.The use of 
hyperboles in the lyrics creates a special effect. The listeners would be melted 
with the suitable exaggeration.The use of hyperbole also appears in this lyric 
belows: 
 Go to the ends of the earth for you 
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It is also identified as hypebole. As we know, the earth is round and has not the 
end. The use of exaggeration in this lyric is just to emphasize that the song-writer 
will do everything for her boyfriend. The use of exaggeration is also to beautify 
and dress up the language itself in order to attrack the listeners. 
d. Paradox 
 There are four lines identified as paradox. There are two from ‘Someone 
Like You’, one from ‘Rolling in the Deep’ song lyrics, and one from ‘Don’t You 
Remember’ song lyrics. 
1). From ‘Someone Like You’ song lyrics: 
 I wish nothing but the best for you 
This line is identified as a paradox because the phrase ‘nothing but the best’ 
shows a contradiction. In one side, the songwriter wishes nothing, but on the other 
side, she wishes the best thing for her ex-boyfriend. The second example appears 
in this lyric: 
Sometimes it lasts in love 
But sometimes it hurts instead 
This line is also identified as paradox because there is a contradiction between the 
first and second line. In the first line, love can makes someone happy because it is 
everlasting. However, sometimes love hurts instead and make someone sad. 
2). From ‘Rolling in the Deep’ song lyrics: 
You had my heart inside of your hand 
But you played it with a beating 
The word ‘but’ in this lyric shows a contradiction. In first line, it is stated that the 
song-writers’ ex-boyfriend had her heart. Unfortunately, her ex-boyfriend did not 
serious and he just want to play it. It is showed in second line. Thus, it is clear that 
the lyric belongs to paradox. 
3). From ‘Don’t You Remember’ song lyrics: 
 The more I do, the less I know 
The use of the word ‘more’ and ‘less’ show a contrast. It is used to show that 
everything which has been done by the singer is wasted. Therefore, this lyric 
belongs to paradox. 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
Conclusion 
 Referring to the research analysis and research findings, the writer got 
some conclusions. Firstly, figurative language is a symbolic or metaphorical that 
avoids telling something directly to create certain effect. Moreover, figurative 
language is very important in communication. Figurative language helps readers 
to visualize idea, so that it will be the focus of attention and retain longer in 
memory. In its writing, the songwriters or composers usually beautify and dress 
up the language that they use by any figurative language so that the listeners will 
be more attracted in listening the song. Therefore, Adele used figurative language 
in her selected song lyrics. 
 Secondly, the writer found some keywords to identify comparative 
(personification and metaphor) and contradictive (hyperbole and paradox) 
figurative language. Personification is identified by looking the subject of 
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sentences, then looking the verb. Then, there are two ways for identifying 
metaphor. First, metaphor can be identified by looking attributes between subject 
and object. Second, metaphor can be identified by looking for two or more objects 
or ideas in a sentence, usually represented by nouns, which are being directly 
compared to each other. Next, hyperbole can be identified by looking the word 
which contain exaggeration, like ‘million years’ as the example from Adele’s 
song lyric. The last, a paradox is a contradiction terms. Usually, it can be 
identified with the use of conjunction “but”.  
 Thirdly, the writer found that the dominant figurative language in five 
songs of Adele’s song lyrics is metaphor. In identifying figurative language, 
understanding the meaning from the lyrics was also needed because the meaning 
of language is also a variety when viewed from different point of view. Therefore, 
the writer has to know what the authors said to determine the meaning of song 
lyrics. 
Suggestion 
 For those who are interested in studying about literature, especially poetry 
and song lyrics, the writer suggests that learning about literature and figurative 
language is important. By using figurative language, the people can dress up and 
beautify their language. Besides, figurative language is very important in 
communication. Figurative language helps readers to visualize idea, so that it will 
be the focus of attention and retain longer in memory. In addition, using figurative 
languages can make the song, poem or our daily conversation more interesting not 
only in listening but also in reading and writing. 
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